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Monthly TU meetings are back!   
 Our next meeting is 7:00 p.m. on Thursday, 
 September 1, at the 
  Lake Frederick Community Lodge 
  Lake Frederick, VA  
   Dinner before the meeting 
   5:15 p.m. at Region’s 117 Restaurant 
Please notify Wayne (703-919-2952) two days  
before the meeting if you will be dining with us.   
 

BarFly 
    The next Winchester TU BarFly at 
 Escutcheon Brewery is set for  
 Wednesday, September 14, at 7:00 p.m. 
 

Project Healing Waters Fly Fishing 
    The next Winchester PHW meeting is set for 
 Lake Frederick Community Lodge  
 Wednesday, September 21, at 6:30 p.m. 
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See you at the September 1 meeting. 
Bill Prokopchak, Newsletter Editor, 540-722-2620 

The Clean Water Act at 50 
Bud Nagelvoort recalls his work on Capitol Hill 

A Lateral Lines Exclusive 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

When Bill asked me to write a newsletter article 

describing my involvement in the development and 

encouragement for passage of the 1972 Federal 

Clean Water Act I, suggested it would be like 

writing a PhD thesis.  Since he didn’t agree, and I 

trust his judgment, here is a brief synopsis related 

to the 50-year anniversary of the Act with my 

observations (which may be somewhat faulty due 

to the passage of time and loss of some records). 

 

My interest in clean water became 

somewhat focused when I took a job after 

graduate school with Gerber Products 

Company in Fremont, Michigan, in 1957 

and bought a house on Fremont Lake 

plagued by pea-green algae blooms from 

wastewater from Gerber baby food 

production.   

 

I got involved in program aerial spraying the lake 

to kill the algae.  But after several years Gerber 

began to spray its wastewater on cropland several 

miles north of its Fremont plant and the lake 

cleared up.  Nice, but was it significant? 

 

“The Clean Water Act at 50” continues on the next page. 

https://www.youtube.com/user/WinchesterTU
https://www.instagram.com/winchestertu638/
https://www.facebook.com/WinchesterTU/?ref=hl
https://twitter.com/WinchesterTU638
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The Clean Water Act at 50 
Bud Nagelvoort recalls his work on Capitol Hill 

A Lateral Lines Exclusive 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

A major paper mill also dumped its partially treated 

waste into Muskegon Lake.  In addition to 

municipal wastewater, heavy industry had grown 

substantially in the County during WWII and was 

also contributing to grotesque water quality 

problems in Muskegon Lake and on into Lake 

Michigan.   

 

To deal with all of this, Muskegon County’s 

Planning Commission Director, Rod Dittmer, 

introduced County officials to a PhD Professor at 

the University of Chicago named John R. Sheaffer.  

Dr. Sheaffer had been working with partners in 

Bauer, Sheaffer, Lear, Ltd., Consulting Engineers, 

in the installation of a unique wastewater treatment 

system in the Chicago area. 

 

This process, rather than conventional secondary 

treatment at the time (short term aeration - 24 hours 

or less - to eliminate some odors and return some 

nitrogen in the waste stream to the atmosphere 

before discharge to surface waters) aerated 

wastewater for 30 days to eliminate odors and 

pathogens and then utilized, through spray-

irrigation, nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium 

remaining in the treated wastewater as a fertilizer 

for productive use on agriculture land rather than 

having those nutrients causing harmful growth in 

rivers and lakes.  

 

While there were doubters about this concept in the 

responsible Michigan agency, Muskegon County 

determined to pursue the Sheaffer approach and, 

with our Congressional Office support, secured 

approval to proceed.  (There was a “give them 

enough rope to hang themselves” attitude from 

State officials.) 

 

Muskegon County then proceeded to acquire in the 

County the land for this system, about 10,000 

contiguous acres in a single tract of low value, 

sandy, scrub pine requiring a minimal relocation of 

backwoods residences.  It completed the 

installation of the Sheaffer-designed 42-million 

gallon-a-day treatment facility in 1970. 

 

Included in the system installation was a 700-acre 

pond for storage of treated wastewater during the 

non-growing season.   

 

During my nine years at Gerber, I also became 

interested in politics and became chair of the 

County Republican Party where we had great 

success in securing voter turnout in elections.   
 

In that position I became involved in supporting a 

State Senator who successfully ran for Congress in 

early November of 1966.  His predecessor, a good 

friend, had chosen to run for a Michigan US Senate 

seat and upon winning the seat resigned from his 

House seat allowing the just-elected Congressman 

to take office immediately.   
 

He quickly needed an Administrative Assistant 

then and invited me to take the position and manage 

his office in Washington which I accepted and 

moved with family to Bethesda later that 

November. 
 

Early on, the Congressional office became 

involved in assisting the largest county in our 

District in its efforts to upgrade its wastewater 

treatment system.   
 

At the time, its poor municipal sewage treatment 

process contributed to a great plume of polluted 

water entering Lake Michigan from Muskegon 

Lake.   

 

 

Muskegon Lake prior to restoration 
Photo courtesy of GEI Consultants 

“The Clean Water Act at 50” 

continues on the next page. 



 

  

The Clean Water Act at 50 -- continued 
Bud Nagelvoort recalls his work on Capitol Hill 

A Lateral Lines Exclusive 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Senate in October of 1971 which cites an EPA 

report in Volume II on “The Cost of Clean Water” 

which states: “Ground disposal procedures have 

the great virtue of recycling the materials so 

disposed, both by replenishing water tables and by 

converting and utilizing organic and inorganic 

waste matter in natural life processes of decay and 

growth.  The report goes on to say, “Water reaching 

watercourses after passage through the filtering and 

decomposition processes afforded by soil is far 

purer than any waste treatment process short of 

distillation could make them.” 

 

Sheaffer even asked if I had any language I wanted  

included in Public Law 92500 of October 18, 1972  

(which overrode Nixon’s veto) -- which I did, of 

course -- and it is essentially included in Title II-

Grants for Construction of Treatment Works Sec. 

201 (d) “The Administrator shall encourage waste 

treatment management which results in the 

construction of revenue producing facilities 

providing for (1) the recycling of agriculture, 

silviculture, or aquaculture products, or the any 

combination thereof”. 

 

So, there you have my observations related to the 

celebration of this 50-year anniversary of the Clean 

Water Act of 1972. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Five thousand acres were designated for crop 

production utilizing center-pivot rigs to irrigate the 

treated wastewater on the under-drained sandy soil.  

(See the system in operation in the photo above.) 

 

But then came along an opportunity for 

involvement of the Sheaffer concept on a national 

scale.  Sheaffer was invited to accept a three-year 

position with the US Army Corps of Engineers as 

Scientific Advisor related, for the most part, to his 

work in flood control in the Mississippi Valley.  I 

was certainly surprised when he asked me if I 

thought he should agree to the offer.  

 

The Corps of Engineers at that time was directly 

involved in an advisory capacity to House and 

Senate Committees for the development of new 

regulations related to interstate management of 

water pollution.  Sheaffer practically took over the 

Corps position on wastewater management and 

established Corp studies on wastewater 

reclamation and reuse at many major locations.   

 

And the Sheaffer wastewater reclamation and re-

use process became the flagship recommendation 

of the Corps in the Federal Water Pollution Control 

Act Amendments of 1971 which President Nixon 

vetoed.  

 

The Muskegon concept received special attention 

in the Committee on Public Works Report of the 

 

Photo courtesy of Jackson-Merkey Contractors, Inc. 
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Note:  Sliviculture is the 
cultivation of trees.  



  

Wayne White 

Lead, Winchester Program 

Project Healing Waters 

Wayne.white@projecthealingwaters.org 

703-919-2952 

 
The next Winchester PHW Program meeting is Wednesday, 21 September, 6:30-8:30 
p.m. in Rachel’s Kitchen, Shenandoah Lodge, Lake Frederick.  
 

All participants and volunteers will receive an email with the meeting agenda prior to the 
session. 
 

Phil Stevens 

Assistant Lead, Winchester Program 

Project Healing Waters 

Phillip.h.stevens@projecthealingwaters.org 

703-380-4088 
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 Tech on the Water: What the Heck is “HEIC” 

 

If you haven’t seen this icon or heard the letters “HEIC”, believe me, 
you will.  HEIC is image and compression software that lets users store 
digital photos in a smaller space.  It is called compression. 

The problem arises because Apple is using 
HEIC, and most folks using phones and 
computers from other companies ARE NOT 
USING HEIC.  Furthermore, if you have an 
iPhone, your completely unaware that HEIC 
has infiltrated your phone. 

When someone with an iPhone or other Apple device sends you a photo with the 

dreaded .heic extension you are sunk unless you have the software to convert the 

.heic to the more usual .jpg. 

1. On your iPhone go to “Settings” 
2. Tap “Camera” and select “Formats” 
3. Select “Most Compatible” 
4. You are now able to use your iPhone to 
take and send fishing photos to anyone and 
avoid the dreaded .heic extension. 

However, if you own an iPhone, you 
can make a simple change to your 
phone that allows you to send your 
fishing photos to your friends and to the 
majority of the world’s citizens who do 
NOT use Apple hardware. 
 

Here it is. 

In a future edition of LATERAL LINES, we will let you know what you can do to 
your non-Apple PC to convert .heic fishing photos from your friends to 
something you can actually see. 

The HEIC and Apple logos are trademarks 
of their respective companies. 

mailto:Wayne.white@projecthealingwaters.org
mailto:Phillip.h.stevens@projecthealingwaters.org
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Bud on the Run:  August Workday Report and  

Plans for the 9 a.m., Saturday, September 3rd, Workday 

by Bud Nagelvoort 
photos by Bun Nagelvoort &  

Bill Prokopchak 

August 13 was one of the 

best days of the 

summer.  Crew of 4 with 

Bill operating winch, Terry 

and Clark loading big rocks, 

Bud catching them in the 

stream.   
 

No injuries.   

No vile language.   
 

Just pleasure reducing one 

of the last two rock piles. 

 

The next phase, on September 3, should finish 

moving big rocks into the pool edge just upstream 

from the August drop site.  That should clear one 

of the last two piles.  It could also give us time to 

move rocks already at pool side into final bank 

protection and flow direction locations and 

complete the enhancement of the good pool 

immediately below the cattle crossing.   
 

Any extra time should see us beginning to move 

the last rock-pile rocks into place along the south 

bank above the crossing for bank protection. 
 

Next on the list is assessing what may be several 

beaver dams further upstream above the "hot" 

cross field fence.  Rumor has it there may be 

three. 
 

Hopefully in the next several weeks we'll have 

access to the stream temperature logger data and 

can assess the implication of stream temp on our 

survival rate for native Rainbows.   

 

 

 

Top Right:  Bud works the 

cable and chain that we used to 

move the rock. 
 

Above Left:  Clark and Terry 

lift rocks just enough to get the 

chain under. 
 

Right:  Where’s Bud?  He has 

managed to get out of the creek 

to snap this candid shot of the 

crew who were wondering 

where Bud might be. 
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Third Time’s A Charm 
by Wayne White 

 In life, it’s often said that 

when things don’t quite work 

out after a couple of tries, 

“third time’s a charm.”  

 

And for Winchester TU 

members Grover Czech, Bill 

Prokopchak, Phil Stevens, and 

me, that was certainly the 

case for us to eventually float 

the Shenandoah South Fork 

from Alma to White House on 

Thursday, 18 August. 

 

 After weeks of planning around unsettled weather, varying water 

conditions, and calendar conflicts, it seemed the trip might never 

happen.  Finally, with an unseasonably cool day for August with near-

perfect conditions, we had our chance to hunt Smallies in the six-

mile float at an easy pace. 

 

 Earlier in the summer I had floated the Potomac with Phil and 

Brian Kelley of White Fly Outfitters who guided us from his drift 

boat.  Fly-fishing from a kayak, however, was a different “kettle of 

fish,” so to speak, since this was my first time on the river in my new 

inflatable.  But the day proved more than just learning the art of 

angling from a small boat on the float.  It was an opportunity to share 

the serenity of the Shenandoah with some good friends and even 

catch a few fish. 

 

 As we started out, my fishing buddies provided excellent pointers 

on casting from a kayak while navigating the swifter current.  They 

also recommended fishing poppers in the slower water and hitting 

the faster riffles and deeper runs with streamers.  Bill provided 

invaluable TTP’s (techniques, tactics, and procedures) when he would 

leave his boat and wade fish many of his favorite riffles. 

 

 The fishing was fast, but the 

catching was slow, at least that was 

Grover’s assessment as we stopped for 

lunch in one of his favorite bends.  

 

 “Bill and I used to catch a bunch of 

fish right through this section,” he said 

as we admired the scenic surroundings 

of the atypical noon-time summer day.  

“There just doesn't seem to be as many 

fish here or much size for that 

matter,” he lamented. 

 

Top:  Grover landed the Smallie of the Day. 
 

Above Left:  Wayne does a little “Cup Stacking” 

at breakfast before the day on the South Fork. 
 

Right:  Grover is ready for another Smallie. 
 “Third Time’s A Charm”  

continues on the next page. 
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 Bill floated over to the rocky bend where we sat in our beached boats.  He said he got several fish in the riffle above 

but not much size either.  At that point Grover was done with his sandwich, picked up his rod and started casting to the 

deeper water to our front. 
 

 After catching two decent-size Smallies on two casts, Grover hooked what looked like the bottom, or at least it seemed 

like that from the bend in his rod.  But he knew otherwise, convincingly stating, “I think this is a good fish!  And it was 

quickly obvious to both of us when the fish went airborne several times.  
 

 As Grover managed the acrobatics and after the fish made two good runs, he brought the fish to his boat.  He then 

asked me for help in landing the fish and if I had a net.  I told him no, and that Phil said that we would not need nets, 

because the fish practically jump into the boat!  But this fish was leaping as far away from the boat as he possibly could. 
 

 Grover grew very concerned since the fish was now on the bottom in the weeds in front of his boat and not moving.  

Carefully avoiding the line, I was able to reach the fish and gently slid my foot under him and lifted.  Off he ran again.  

But now he was tired, and Grover had him under control.  He brought the fish to me where I was able to cradle him, gently 

depress his lip and lift him from the water.  Quick photos, and a little resuscitation, and the fish quickly returned to his 

lair. 
 

 

Third Time’s A Charm -- continued 

 Grover’s technique for fishing the drift in 

that hole with his crayfish fly was artful.  

Needing a respite from his recent battle, 

Grover told me to take his spot as he rowed 

downstream.  Not one to pass up a hot spot, I 

managed to take four more fish from the 

same run using a bead headed Wooly Bugger.   
 

 None of those fish, however, were the size 

of Grover’s trophy, but it was the satisfaction 

of learning Grover’s methods and finding 

success.  Continuing the float, we all managed 

a few more fish in the last two hours before 

heading into the landing. 
 

 Looking back on a near-perfect day and 

sharing the serenity and tranquility of the 

river with good friends is what makes fishing 

special.  Thankfully, we finally had the 

opportunity to get out there even if it took 

three attempts.  

 

Having shown all of us how 

it’s done, Grover floats away. 
 

Second Time’s A Disaster of Sorts 
by Bill Prokopchak 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Here’s a sidebar to the preceding story entitled “Third Time’s A Charm” 
 During my second attempt to make that fishing trip to the South Fork of the Shenandoah, I ran over something 

in the roadway that damaged my front tire and sliced a gash in my rear tire.  Discovering that the lug wrench that 

came with my Tacoma as standard equipment didn’t fit the lug nuts, I awaited rescue from a towing service. 

     While waiting, I noticed a sign directly across the highway from my truck that mockingly proclaimed: 

No Fishing !!!  
 



 

  
 

  
 
 

                   

Winchester TU 2022 Speaker Schedule 
Mark your calendar now and plan to hear these presentations. 

 

 

 
Thursday, October 6th         
 

7:00 p.m.  Science and Health 

Professions Building room #145 

 

Winchester TU annual joint meeting 

with the Northern Shenandoah 

Valley Audubon Society at LAUREL 

RIDGE COMMUNITY COLLEGE 

(formerly Lord Fairfax Community 

College) will feature a speaker from 

the Alliance for the Shenandoah 

Valley.  
  
 

 

 

 
Thursday, November 3rd 
 

7:00 p.m.  Veteran PHW Participant, Charles Smith, and Veteran PHW 

Assistant Lead, Phil Stevens, will be our featured speakers.   
 

They will share stories of their time at Healing Waters Freedom Ranch for 

Heroes in Wise River, Montana.  
 

Freedom Ranch for Heroes sits on the banks of the Big Hole River about an 

hour southwest of Butte, MT, and is a cooperative effort between Project 

Healing Waters and the George and Betty Harbaugh Foundation.   
 

 
  
 

PRESENTS 

AT 
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Winchester TU Monthly “BarFly” Event 

Wednesday, September 14th at 7:00 p.m. 
Escutcheon Brewery  

Commercial St., Winchester 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Winchester Chapter of Trout Unlimited (WTU) will be 

gathering at Escutcheon Brewing in Winchester to offer 

anglers and non-anglers in our area the opportunity to learn 

about Trout Unlimited and to tie fishing flies.   
 

We hope all of you can attend our monthly “BarFly” at 

Escutcheon Brewery.   
 

 
 

No fly-tying or fly-fishing experience is necessary.   
 

Please invite your friends.  We hope to introduce more folks to the 

Winchester TU chapter and support a local business  

that supports WTU. 
 

Left:  Dave tied this 
Chernobyl Ant at the 
last BarFly. 
 

               

Right:  William has 
developed his own 
dumbbell-eyed Sculpin 
pattern. 
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Poet’s Corner:   
 Poems selected  
 for the angler 
 

The Corn-Stalk Fiddle 

  
 by Paul Laurence Dunbar 

 American 

 1872-1906 

 
 

 

When the corn’s all cut and the bright stalks shine  

   Like the burnished spears of a field of gold;  

When the field-mice rich on the nubbins dine,  

   And the frost comes white and the wind blows cold;  

Then its heigho fellows and hi-diddle-diddle,  

For the time is ripe for the corn-stalk fiddle.  

 

And you take a stalk that is straight and long,  

   With an expert eye to its worthy points,  

And you think of the bubbling strains of song  

   That are bound between its pithy joints—  

Then you cut out strings, with a bridge in the middle,  

With a corn-stalk bow for a corn-stalk fiddle.  

 

Then the strains that grow as you draw the bow  

   O’er the yielding strings with a practiced hand!  

And the music’s flow never loud but low  

   Is the concert note of a fairy band.  

Oh, your dainty songs are a misty riddle  

To the simple sweets of the corn-stalk fiddle.  

 

When the eve comes on and our work is done  

   And the sun drops down with a tender glance,  

With their hearts all prime for the harmless fun,  

   Come the neighbor girls for the evening’s dance,  

And they wait for the well-known twist and twiddle,  

More time than tune—from the corn-stalk fiddle.  

 

Then brother Jabez takes the bow,  

   While Ned stands off with Susan Bland,  

Then Henry stops by Milly Snow  

   And John takes Nellie Jones’s hand,  

While I pair off with Mandy Biddle,  

And scrape, scrape, scrape goes the corn-stalk fiddle.  

 

“Salute your partners,” comes the call,  

   “All join hands and circle round,”  

“Grand train back,” and “Balance all,”  

   Footsteps lightly spurn the ground,  

“Take your lady and balance down the middle”  

To the merry strains of the corn-stalk fiddle.  

 

So the night goes on and the dance is o’er,  

   And the merry girls are homeward gone,    

But I see it all in my sleep once more,  

   And I dream till the very break of dawn  

Of an impish dance on a red-hot griddle  

To the screech and scrape of a corn-stalk fiddle.  
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Ink wash portrait of  
Paul Laurence Dunbar 

by W. M. Prokopchak ©2022 
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THE CIGAR SISTERS 

by Lynn & Dora Butler 

AJ Fernandez 
San Lotano Dominicano 
Wrapper:  Brazil   
Binder:  Dominican Republic 
Filler:  Dominican Republic & Nicaragua 
6½ X 52 Box-Pressed Torpedo 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dora:  Looks like perfect construction.  My Dominicano has a medium brown wrapper, perfect 
construction except for one little wrinkle on the bottom where the box press caused the leaf to bunch up.  
But that’s the only defect I see. 
 
Lynn:  Mine has the same little wrinkle on the back side opposite the label art.  They all have a huge triple 
cap because of the torpedo shape.  There’s a wonderful, wonderful dry grassy aroma before light-up.  
Just a mild fermented hay and tobacco aroma.  Very nice. 
 
Dora:  On light-up I get just a little hint of pepper in the middle of the tongue.  The draw is perfect.  The 
smoke output is good but not copious. 
 
Lynn:  Into the first third.  It has fairly mild flavors, but great ones.  Woody, oaky, walnutty. 
 
Dora:  A little bit of spice and a mild, mild pepper.  Neither of us likes black pepper sting in our cigars.  
This is right up my alley in that regard. 
 
Lynn:  This is a delightful cigar so far.  Earthy, nutty.  The nuttiness I would describe as a black walnut.  
Mild, though.  Not in your face. 
 
Dora:  The ash is holding on nicely.  It’s a light grey.  Very flakey sort of ash, but the long filler is holding it 
on nicely.  No problems, at all, with the ash.  The burn is not razor sharp, but good. 
 
Lynn:  This cigar was put together by two giants of the industry:  AJ Fernandez with his San Lotano label 
and it is partnered together with Jochy Blanco.  I have had only a few Blanco cigars and they ranged from 
the mild to real pepper bombs. 
 
Dora:  This one is leaning toward mild flavors and no pepper to speak of.  Beautifully constructed which is 
typical of those two famous names.  Yep.  Quite a good cigar. 
 
Lynn:  This cigar would pair very nicely with pretty much any spirit you could think of.  
 
Dora:  I think it would pair nicely with light, bright lagers. 
 
Lynn:  I think it would go nicely with stouts and porters. 
 
Dora:  It would be wonderful with a port, particularly a tawney. 
 
Lynn:  Oh, it would be very nice with a good bourbon. 
 
Dora:  Peated Scotch?  Yes.  Unpeated Scotch?  Yes. 
 
Lynn:  And.  And.  It would go beautifully with a good cup of coffee. 
 
Dora:  So, What do you think of this cigar overall? 
 
Lynn:  It was more complex than our ramblings above would indicate.  There was muted and delightful 
spice, woodiness, earthiness, sweetness. 
 
Dora:  I will add nuttiness, the oak you get in a barrel-aged bourbon, and just enough  
pepper to keep it interesting.  Finally, there’s some nicotine kick because this is a big  
cigar.  I think the Toro would be the perfect size for this San Lotano Dominicano. 
 
 

Lynn:  I’m Lynn. 
 

Dora:  And I’m Dora.  We are The Cigar Sisters… 
 

Lynn:  And we are here to enjoy and tell the readers of LATERAL 
LINES about this beautiful cigar. 
 

Dora:  It’s been quite a while since we have had a Torpedo. 
 
Lynn:  Yep.  We both seem to favor the slightly smaller Toro size.  
We will see how this much tobacco works for the two of us. 
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Boat Ramp Changes at White House on the 

South Fork Shenandoah:  August 2022 Update 
photos and article by Bill Prokopchak 

 

Letters to the editor 
 

 

 
 

Poet’s Corner Portrait 
 

I’m blown away by the portraits that go 

along with the poem every month. 

 

I’m not really into poems unless they are 

country songs and such, but I really like the 

pictures you put in with the poems. 

 

How do you do it? 

 

I like to draw a bit.  Maybe someday I’ll 

send you one to use in your newsletter. 

 

Thanks, 

Hank K. 

Minneapolis, MN 

 

Reply 
 

Hank, 

Thanks for writing to LATERAL LINES.  We get more 

feedback about the poems and cigar and whisky reviews 

than we do about any other section of the monthly 

newsletter. 

 

You are in luck.  I did an article in the June 2020 Special 

Edition of LATERAL LINES about how I go about 

attacking a portrait.  I have attached a PDF of that edition 

to this email so that you can see how I approach doing a 

portrait. 

 

Tight Lines, 

The Editor 

The new DNR boat ramp on the 

South Fork Shenandoah at White 

House is now open for use.  The 

temporary ramp on the opposite 

side of the bridge is now closed. 
 

The new bridges are up, and all 

lanes are open for traffic.  
 

There were no workers on site 

when a committee of Winchester 

TU members visited in mid-

August. 
 

It appears that the work at the new 

ramp site is not complete.  The 

erosion-control structure is still in 

place, and there is evidence of 

ongoing erosion. 

Above:  The new DNR boat ramp at White 

House on the South Fork Shenandoah is 

now open 
 

Left:  The temporary ramp that had been 

open during 2020 and 2021 has been 

removed and riprap installed in its place. 

 



 

The opinions expressed in Lateral Lines are those of the individual authors and are not necessarily those of Winchester Trout 

Unlimited or Trout Unlimited National. 
 

All water sports, including fishing, and stream restoration activities have inherent dangers.  Participation in all Winchester Trout 

Unlimited activities is at the participant’s own risk and participants agree to hold harmless Winchester Trout Unlimited and its 

members.  A responsible adult must accompany all minors. 

public domain clip art from Microsoft.com and Wikipedia.org 
Steelhead end mark watercolor by Bill Prokopchak 

2022 Calendar of Events  
Winchester Trout Unlimited  
 
 
  

September 2022 
 ✓Meeting - Thursday 1 September 2022 -- 7:00 p.m. 

     Lake Frederick Community’s Lodge 
     Region’s 117 Restaurant  
     180 Bald Eagle Drive 
     Lake Frederick, VA 22630 
   7:00 p.m. – Meeting 
   5:15 p.m. -- Dinner before the meeting  
     We have reserved a number of seats, but it would be helpful if you could notify  
     Wayne (703-919-2952) two days before the meeting if you will be dining with us.   
 

 ✓Saturday 3 September 2022 – 9:00 a.m. - Redbud Run workday  
 

 ✓Wednesday 14 September 2022 --7:00 p.m. - BarFly at Escutcheon Brewery 
 

 ✓Wednesday 21 September 2022 -- 6:30 p.m. - Monthly Project Healing Waters meeting at    
     Rachel’s Kitchen  
     Shenandoah Lodge  
     Lake Frederick, VA 22630   
     Registration is required, so call Wayne at (703-919-2952) at least two days before the  
     meeting. 
 
October 2022 
 ✓Meeting - Thursday 6 October 2022 -- 7:00 p.m.   

Annual joint meeting with Northern Shenandoah Audubon Society at Laurel Ridge 
Community College (formerly Lord Fairfax Community College). 
Featured speaker will be from the Alliance for the Shenandoah Valley. 
 

Dinner arrangements to be announced at a later time. 
 

 ✓Saturday 8 October 2022 -- Redbud Run workday -- Time to be announced later 
 

 ✓Wednesday 12 October 2022 --7:00 p.m. - BarFly at Escutcheon Brewery 
 
 ✓Wednesday 19 October 2022 -- 6:30 p.m. - Monthly Project Healing Waters meeting at     
    Rachel’s Kitchen  
     Shenandoah Lodge  
     Lake Frederick, VA 22630   
     Registration is required, so call Wayne at (703-919-2952) at least two days before the  
     meeting. 
 
November 2022 
 ✓Meeting - Thursday 3 November 2022 -- 7:00 p.m. -- Speaker to be determined 
 

 ✓Saturday 5 November 2022 -- Redbud Run workday -- Time to be announced later 
 

 ✓Wednesday 9 November 2022 --7:00 p.m. - BarFly at Escutcheon Brewery  
 

 ✓Wednesday 16 November 2022 -- 6:30 p.m. - Monthly Project Healing Waters meeting   
 
December 2022 
 ✓Meeting – There is no monthly business meeting in December   
 

 ✓Saturday 3 December 2022 -- Redbud Run workday -- Time to be announced later 
 

 ✓Wednesday14 December 2022 --7:00 p.m. - BarFly at Escutcheon Brewery 
 

 ✓Wednesday 21 December 2022 -- 6:30 p.m. - Monthly Project Healing Waters meeting   
 
 

 

 

 

 

See also 
 

http://winchestertu.org/ 
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